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Public Private Partnerships: Evolving Integrated Geospatial Knowledge Platforms
• Huge population of rising aspirations contesting for limited resources

• Governance, delivery and response systems at varying stages of reform and transformation

• Authoritative Data Availability, Accessibility, Affordability and Interoperability – Challenge

• Limited penetration of Geospatial Awareness and its adoption within the government

• Bringing balance in prioritization of implementation of SDGs
  
  • Limited resources

  • Multi-dimensional challenges, rising aspirations, diversity in culture & aspirations

  • High cost of infrastructure as well as interlinked administrative challenges
PERCEPTIONS WITHIN THE ECO-SYSTEM

PRIVATE SECTOR
- Pvt sector should do more
- Trust factor – cost, delivery
- Pvt Sector charges do much
- Policy Can’t keep pace with Technology
- Need a proof of concept to separate boys from men
- Prefers incremental, modular Growth
- Liability

PUBLIC SECTOR
- I need to make money to exist
- I need money to sustain R&D
- I don’t have to be remote controlled
- Govt should do more in terms of funding
- Processes need to be simple
- Need to cater for long procedures

PPP
- I want my pie
- I am a tax payer …. I need delivery
What are we dealing with?

Politics

Bureaucracy
The dual-use disruption!!!
We are here

But .... We are dealing with this
• Focus - People empowerment & enablement

• **Self employment/MSME/ small business** – help bridge capacity gaps and increase happiness index

• Funding – Energise Financial Institutions

• Proof of concepts which can be made **BIG STORIES (Tap CSR)**

• Local and culturally sensitive templates using state-of-art technology

• Business – By volume and facilitating mass usage
Integrate all

Ease of use, Dummy Proof

Leave no one behind